
After You’ve Completed  
the Challenge  
As part of the Caring Well Challenge, your church has played a key role in confronting the 
abuse crisis and defending the vulnerable among us. Through completing the eight steps of the 
Caring Well Challenge, you are making a difference in your church and community by ensuring that 
abuse is prevented and survivors are cared for.

Together, we resolve to continue our collective work on this important issue. As you come to the 
close of this journey, we ask you to tell others that you’ve completed the Caring Well Challenge, 
perhaps by sharing several things you learned through the resources and training provided. We want 
all of our churches to be safe for survivors and safe from abuse. 

This could take several forms - posting on your church social media accounts, talking to a friend in a 
different church, or emailing a pastor you know. By sharing about the Challenge, you are helping to 
ensure that more churches have access to these important resources. 

We have provided some sample posts to share on your church social media accounts, along with a 
graphic for both Facebook and Instagram.

Post #1: 

Our church is committed to being safe for survivors and safe from abuse. As we work towards this goal, 
we have completed the Caring Well Challenge, a practical, eight-step journey designed to help churches 
prevent abuse and care for abuse survivors. 

Here are a few things our church has learned by taking the Caring Well Challenge:

(Fill in several lessons or takeaways from the challenge here)

We encourage you to take the Caring Well Challenge to make your church safe for survivors and safe 
from abuse. Learn more here: caringwell.com

Post #2:

The American church is facing an abuse crisis. Our church is dedicated to doing all we can to be 
safe for survivors and safe from abuse. We recently completed the Caring Well Challenge, a practical, 
eight-step journey designed to help churches prevent abuse and care for abuse survivors. We encourage 
other churches to join us and take the challenge here: caringwell.com
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